SURVEY: BIO-INSPIRED ALGORITHMS IN THE HUMAN BODY SYSTEM

Abstract— Optimization algorithms are techniques for solving problems in different areas intelligently by choosing the best solution among available solutions. One of these techniques is metaheuristic. Metaheuristics are scientific techniques that have been inspired by nature for solving optimization problems. They have good properties such as simplicity, flexibility, and high efficiency. Since the human body is made up of multifunctional systems that cover different areas that can be inspired to be employed in solving optimization problems. However, there is a lack in terms of survey research papers related to optimization techniques, which inspired by the human body system. Therefore, this paper introduces a literature review covering the fundamentals and some applications of almost all metaheuristic algorithms inspired by the human body system, which previously have been studied. Also, this paper compares these algorithms in terms of their solution methodologies. It aims to guide researchers in this field to create a general method that inspired by specific human body organs, which may efficiently solve a wide range of tough optimization problems with high accuracy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Human thinking has been developed through human experience during life. That experience comes from situations, facts, information, or meditating of divine systems behavior, which guides people to think about a set of solutions then choose the best solution among them. In the real world, people are always trying to optimize something, whether to minimize (path, cost, response time, energy consumption…etc.) or to maximize (profit, output, performance, efficiency…etc.). Since, resources, time, and money are always limited; consequently, optimization is the far more (X.-S. Yang et al. 2013). One of the most effective ways to solve optimization problems is metaheuristic algorithms (Bio-inspired computation methods). Bio-inspired computation methods have been inspired by the behavior of biological systems and physical systems in nature. An example of the behavior of biological systems is particle swarm optimization, which was developed based on the swarm behavior of birds, fish, and insects (Kennedy and Eberhart 1995; Karaboga 2005; Karaboga and Basturk 2007; X.-S. Yang and Deb 2009). While simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick, Gelatt, and Vecchi 1983) is an example of physical systems inspired methods, which was based on the annealing process of metals. Bio-inspired algorithms have spread into different areas of sciences, engineering, and industries. Therefore, it is perhaps one of the most active and popular research subjects with vast multidisciplinary connections. As a result, most researches in the field of optimization have turned to bio-inspired computation (X.-S. Yang et al. 2013). The time sequence of bio-inspired algorithms has been sped up in the last 20 years (Hussain et al. 2019). Table 1 shows some successful metaheuristic algorithms (Hussain et al. 2019), and the targeted algorithms in this paper. This paper attempts to introduce almost all metaheuristic algorithms which inspired by the human body system. Then, it will compare HBSIAs solution methodologies with an attempt to prove their success in real life by showing some of their applications in solving optimization problems. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II. discusses Human Body System Inspired Algorithms (HBSIAs). Then Section III compares between HBSIAs. It followed by Section IV, which presents HBSIAs Applications. Finally, the conclusion in Section V.
The neurons themselves are connected with dendrites of many other neurons. The axon of one neuron branches out, and there are almost 86 billion neurons in the average human brain (Sze et al. 2017). It is generally believed that the main computational component of the brain is the neuron. There are almost 86 billion neurons in the average human brain (Sze et al. 2017). The neurons themselves are connected with several elements entering them called dendrites, and an element leaving them called an axon, as shown in Figure 2. The neuron receives the signals entering it via the dendrites, executes a computation on those signals, then outputs this signal on the axon. These input and output signals are called activations of neurons. The axon of one neuron branches out, and it is connected to the dendrites of many other neurons. Synapse is the connections between a branch of the axon and a dendrite.

The goal of metaheuristic algorithms is to explore the search space for finding near-optimal solutions efficiently.

B. Human body system inspired algorithms

The human body is made up of a set of multifunctional systems that integrate to keep human body systems systematically. These systems covered different areas that can be inspired to use them in technical fields. Figure 1 shows the classification of some general functions in the human body system.

Since these systems are accurate, algorithms on the technical side have been inspired by these systems, which have been proven to be very successful. This has led to use them in modern technological fields (as shown in section IV). These algorithms include Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Genetic Algorithm (GA), Tabu Search (TS), An Artificial immune system (AIS), Heart algorithm (HA), Kidney algorithm (KA), and Artificial Coronary Circulation System (ACCS).

1. Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

McCulloch and Walter Pitts (McCulloch and Pitts 1943) created a computational model for neural networks. ANN is a model that imitates the network of interconnected neurons with the neural activities in human brains and solves problems in the same way that a human brain would. It is generally believed that the main computational component of the brain is the neuron. There are almost 86 billion neurons in the average human brain (Sze et al. 2017). The neurons themselves are connected with several elements entering them called dendrites, and an element leaving them called an axon, as shown in Figure 2. The neuron receives the signals entering it via the dendrites, executes a computation on those signals, then outputs this signal on the axon. These input and output signals are called activations of neurons. The axon of one neuron branches out, and it is connected to the dendrites of many other neurons. Synapse is the connections between a branch of the axon and a dendrite.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Algorithms</strong></th>
<th><strong>Control &amp; Administration</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Artificial Neural Network (McCulloch and Pitts 1943)</td>
<td>Distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic algorithm (1975)</td>
<td>Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated Annealing (Kirkpatrick, Gelatt, and Vecchi 1983)</td>
<td>Learning &amp; Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabu search (Glover 1989)</td>
<td>Defense (Security)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial Immune System (Farmer, Packard, and Perelson 1986)</td>
<td>Self-processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ant colony optimization (Coloni, Dorigo, and Maniezzo 1992)</td>
<td>Automation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)(Kennedy and Eberhart 1995)</td>
<td>Adaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable neighborhood search (VNS) (Mladenović and Hansen 1997)</td>
<td>Self-repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmony search (Geem, Kim, and Loganathan 2001)</td>
<td>Balancing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial Bee Colony (Karaboga 2005)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefly Algorithm (X.-S. Yang 2008)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuckoo Search (X.-S. Yang and Deb 2009)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bat Algorithm (X.-S. Yang 2010a)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fireworks algorithm (FWA)(Tan and Zhu 2010)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart Algorithm (Hatamlou 2014)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential search (Sulaiman et al. 2014)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney Algorithm (Jaddi, Alvankarian, and Abdullah 2017)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial Coronary Circulation System (Kaveh and Kooshkebaghi 2019a)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Metaheuristic Algorithms Examples

II. HUMAN BODY SYSTEM INSPIRED/METAHEURISTIC ALGORITHMS

A. Metaheuristics

Heuristic algorithms are algorithms that use a trial-and-error approach for generating new solutions while metaheuristic algorithms are a higher-level heuristic with the use of memory, solution history, and some other forms of learning strategy (X.-S. Yang 2018). In contrast with traditional algorithms, metaheuristics have the following advantages and characteristics:

- They often inspired by nature.
- Metaheuristic algorithms are approximate and usually using stochastic components. Thus, no identical solutions can be obtained, even if it begins with the same initial points. The final solutions, however, can be sufficient close, and they often enable the algorithm to escape any local modes(X.-S. Yang 2018).
- A metaheuristic is not problem-specific and often treat problems without specific knowledge. Therefore, metaheuristic has several parameters that need to be set up associating with optimization problems; consequently, they can solve a broader range of problems.
ANN uses connectionism, interactions, memory, and learning (X.-S. Yang et al. 2013) as a method to create solutions.

**Connectionism:** ANN is based on a collection of connected units or nodes called artificial neurons. Each connection, such as the synapses in a biological brain, can transfer a signal to other neurons. An artificial neuron receives a signal, then handles it, and can also signal neurons connected to it.

![Connections to a neuron](image)

Figure 2: Connections to a neuron in the brain; $x_i$, $w_{ij}$, $f (.)$, and $b$ are the activations, weights, non-linear function, and bias, respectively (Sze et al. 2017).

**Interactions:** The neurons are typically organized into multiple layers, especially in deep learning. Neurons exist in one layer connect only to neurons of the immediately preceding and immediately following layers. In general, ANN contains three main layers:

- **Input layer:** Is the layer that receives external data.
- **Hidden layer:** In between input and output layers are zero or more hidden layers. In this layer, training and learning phases are done to produce the ultimate results. There are two forms of learning, supervised and unsupervised learning. In unsupervised learning, the network is trained to get expected output by dynamically updating its weight vector (Training phase - input and output are known). While in unsupervised learning, a network receives input and tries to learn about the input distribution (Learning phase - conclusion of the output).

**Memory:** Long Short-Term Memory networks (LSTMs) are a popular variant that has internal memory to allow long-term dependencies to affect the output. In these networks, some interfere operations generate values that are stored internally in the network to use them as inputs to other activities in the processing of a later input.

**Learning:** is the network adaptation to better handle a task by considering sample observations. Learning involves adjusting the weights of the network by minimizing the observed errors to improve the accuracy of the result. The basic program does not change as it learns to execute its given tasks. However, in specific cases of ANNs, this learning involves determining the value of weights and is referred to as “training the network.”

When trained, the program in ANN can achieve its tasks by computing the output of the network using the weights that determined during the training phase. Inference occurs when the program is running with these weights. Most learning models can be considered as a simple application of optimization theory and estimation.

2. **Genetic Algorithm (GA)**

Holland proposed a nature-inspired algorithm named a Genetic Algorithm (1975). GA is a mimic search method inspired by the abstraction of Darwinian evaluation and the natural selection of biological systems. GA is summarized into the genetic operators: crossover or recombination, mutation, fitness, and the selection of the fittest (X.-S. Yang 2010b). Genetic Algorithm can be summarized into the following steps:

a. **Initialization.**

An individual in the population in GA is a string of symbols and is an abstract representation of the solution. The symbols are called genes, and every string of genes is called a chromosome (Figure 3). In the GA, the initial population of candidate solutions is usually generated randomly across the search space. This population is represented by the parallel search, which achieved by keeping a set of possible solutions for the optimization problem.
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Figure 3: Example of an individual in the population.

b. **Evaluation.**

Once the population is initialized, or an offspring (children) population is created. Some fitness measures evaluate the individuals in the population.

c. **Selection.**

After the evaluation process is completed. The survival-of-the-fittest mechanism chooses more copies of the candidate solutions with higher fitness values.

d. **Crossover**

Crossover is obtaining new individuals by combining genetic material from two selected parent chromosomes, possibly better solutions or not. There are many ways to achieve crossover operations, and competent performance depends on a properly designed recombination mechanism. The offspring under crossover will not be identical to any particular parent.

e. **Mutation.**

While crossover operates on two or more parental chromosomes, the mutation is unary operators that alter the genetic structure of a single chromosome. It locally but randomly flips some bits in a chromosome (modifies a solution).

f. **Replacement.** The offspring population created by genetic operators (selection, crossover, and mutation).
Offspring replaces the original parental population to start a new cycle of reproduction to access to an optimal solution.

g. Repeat steps b–g until a terminating condition is satisfied. Figure 4 shows the GA cycle of reproduction.

3. Tabu Search (TS)

Glover et al. proposed TS (Glover 1986). TS is inspired by the mechanisms of human memory. In TS, a list or memory has been created, and it is called tabu list, which starts to store searched better distinct moves and does not allow to coming back at the already searched move. Thus, it prevents endlessly repeated cycling of the same solution search. Also, within this process, it allows accepting not better move as compared to repeated move. The key feature of TS is the length of the tabu list. Short length permits local search while long length permits global search.

TS has been summarized into the following steps:
- Initialization phase: Begin within a starting current solution (from intermediate or long term memory).
- Create a candidate list of moves (each move would generate a new solution).
- Choose the best allowable candidate based on tabu restriction and aspiration criteria.
- Stop if stopping criteria are satisfied, or transfer. Transfer initiates diversification or intensification phase embodied in intermediate or long term memory to select the best allowable candidate.

The memory structures in TS operate by reference to four principal dimensions: Recency, Frequency, Quality, and Influence.

a. Recency-based memory keeps track of solutions attributes that have varied during the recent past. To exploit the memory in TS, selected attributes that exist in solutions recently visited are called tabu-active, and solutions that have tabu-active elements, or specific collections of these attributes, are those that become tabu. Therefore, this prevents specific solutions from the recent past from being revisited. Other solutions that share like tabu-active attributes are also similarly prevented from being visited. Tabu classification strictly refers to solutions which are forbidden to be visited by breaking specific restriction based on these attributes.

b. Frequency-based memory refines representation by accounting for the number of times each edge appears in the critical solutions and allows the inclusion of additional weighting factors.

c. The quality refers to the ability to differentiate the feature of solutions which visited during the search. Operationally, quality becomes a foundation for incentive-based learning, where inducements are provided to reinforce actions that lead to good solutions, and penalties are provided to discourage actions that lead to weak solutions.

d. The influence considers the impact of the choices made during the search on quality and the structure. Recording information about the influence of choices on specific solution elements incorporates an additional level of learning (Glover and Laguna, n.d.).

4. Artificial Immune System (AIS)

Farmer et al. proposed AIS (Farmer, Packard, and Perelson 1986). AISs are algorithms that inspired by the principles of the human immune system with the characteristics of self-organization, learning, memory, adaptation, classification, pattern recognition, and robustness (M. Wang et al. 2017), (Read, Andrews, and Timmis 2012). The immune system in organisms comprises two phases, recognition and response. It includes a variety of specialized cells that distribute and monitor the body to detect and recognize pathogens within the body. This is followed by a specific effector response aimed at eliminating the pathogen. These phases are very complicated, with many details not yet adequately understood. Once pathogen invades the body, the pathogen becomes antigen and stimulates the immune response by propagating a mass of cloned antibodies to destroy the antigen. If such an antigen is detected for the first time, which is referred to as the primary response. While the next time that pathogen is encountered, a faster and often more aggressive response is mounted, and this referred to as the secondary response. The immune system offers the ability to learn by its ability to recognize previously unseen pathogens and to remember previously encountered pathogens. The immune system also is capable of recognizing a diverse range of patterns; this is achieved through receptors that perceive antigenic materials in differing contexts. Receptors of the innate immune system (Generic defense mechanisms that are nonspecific to particular examples of a pathogen, but act against general classes of a pathogen) very little. While receptors of the adaptive immune system (Adapt to previously unseen pathogens based upon exposure to them), such as antibodies and T-cell receptors, are subject to vast diversity. The immune system is very effective at discriminatory, harmful substances (usually viewed as nonself) from the body's own tissues (usually viewed as self), and
Most AISs and their variations were derived from the following four major models or theories, clone selection (Burnet 1959), negative selection (Nossal 1994), Dendritic Cell (Gu, Greensmith, and Aickelin 2013), and artificial immune network (Jerne 1974).

The primary phases in AIS as the following (Zheng, Chen, and Zhang 2010; M. Wang et al. 2017):
- **Initialization**: Candidate antibodies are randomly produced to form the population.
- **Evaluation**: The affinity of these antibodies is evaluated.
- **Cloning**: In each time epoch, any antibody is cloned for several offspring. The higher the affinity of parent antibody is, the more offspring are reproduced. Furthermore, the number of clones is nonlinear to the affinity of the parent antibody.
- **Mutation**: (the higher the affinity, the smaller the mutation rate, and vice-versa). These clones, except for the parent one experience the mutation operator. Among these clones, only the one with the highest affinity is selected to remain. Antibodies experience learning mechanisms to accelerate the convergence process. Moreover, a dynamic searching radius update strategy is designed to improve the solution accuracy to maintain the tradeoff between exploration and exploitation.
- **Suppression**: the suppression operator is activated if the current average affinity is not significantly different from that of the previous time epoch. Antibodies whose similarity is less than a suppression threshold (except the one with the highest affinity) are suppressed. Then, several randomly generated antibodies are recruited. There are interactions between not only antibodies and antigens but also antibodies themselves, which cause suppression of the antibodies. The higher the affinity is, the better the candidate antibody matches the particular antigen.
- **Repeat** these iterative process until the termination condition is met, such as minimum pattern recognition or classification error.

5. **Heart Algorithm (HA)**

Heart algorithm proposed by Abdolreza Hatamlou (Hatamlou 2014). HA employs the action of the heart and circulatory system of human beings. This algorithm starts with a random initial population of candidate solutions over the search space and objective function, which is computed for them. The best candidate solution is selected as the heart, and the other candidates form blood molecules. Then, the heart forces other candidates to go away from the heart and start a new search for the optimal solution. The main steps in the heart algorithm are:

**Step1**: **Initialization**. Generate randomly initial population of candidate solutions over the search space.

**Step2**: **Evaluation**. Evaluate the fitness of all the candidate solutions.

**Step3**: **Construction**. Choose the best candidate who has the best fitness value as a heart and all other candidates as the blood molecules.

**Step4**: **Contraction**. Move all the blood molecules toward the heart. The contraction of the heart occurs, and the heart pumps these molecules to outside (search space). This action causes the candidate solutions to efficiently search the problem space.

**Step5**: **Expansion**. If there is a blood molecule that has reached the same position of the heart, then move it away from the heart. The objective function again calculates the fitness value of each candidate. If there is a molecule that has a better fitness value than the heart, it exchanges its positions, and that molecule becomes the new heart, and the old heart changes to a normal molecule.

**Step6**: **Check the termination criteria**. If the termination criterion is met, the algorithm stops, otherwise go to Step2.

6. **Kidney Algorithm (KA)**

Najmeh Sadat Jaddi et al. suggested a new inspired method called kidney algorithm (Jaddi, Alvankarian, and Abdullah 2017). This method inspired by the kidney process in the human body system. Kidneys are the main biological structure of the urine system in the human body. The kidney method was summarized into four steps (Jaddi, Alvankarian, and Abdullah 2017): Filtration, Reabsorption, Secretion, and Excretion.

a. **Filtration**: Moving solutes and water from the blood to the tubule. Particles in water and solute in plasma are represented in the KA as solutions. A continuous flow of fluids into a kidney is represented as generating a new random solution. Filtering useful particles from harmful particles represent separating better solutions from worse solutions.

b. **Reabsorption**: Transportation useful water and solutes from the tubule back into the bloodstream.

c. **Secretion**: Transfering extra and harmful substances from the blood into the tubular.

d. **Excretion**: Passing the waste results of the earlier three procedures into the urine. (Remove worst solutions)

7. **Artificial Coronary Circulation System (ACCS)**

Ali Kafesh and Mohsen kooshkoubaghi proposed a new swarm intelligence optimization technique called Artificial Coronary Circulation System (Kaveh and Kooshkoubaghi 2019a). ACCS is an Optimization method inspired by coronary arteries’ growth in the human heart. In this optimization algorithm, an initial group of capillaries is considered as population, and the different main arteries are considered as different design variables of the optimization problem. A capillary leader’s result is like the “fitness value” of the optimization problem. In this algorithm, any branch of the coronary tree is considered as a new solution. The total cost of the tree at any end is considered as the cost of the object function at any solution. With these values, the Coronary Growth Factor (CGF) is calculated for any
solution. This result is similar to the fitness value of the optimization problem. Also, the best solution in the entire population is considered as the stem, and the best solution is the minimum value of the CGF. The process of the ACCS is divided into two main parts, the 'Bifurcation phase' and 'Pruning phase'. The ACCS procedure can be briefly outlined as followed steps after enhancing in EACCS (Kaveh and Kooshkebaghi 2019b):

Step 1: Initialization. The initial positions for CLs are determined randomly in the search space.

Step 2: Defining Coronary Growth Factor (CGF).
In this step, the value of CGF for each CL is evaluated.

Step 3: Storing. Heart memory (HM) is utilized to save several historically best capillary leaders (CL vectors) with their related CGF and the objective function values. Solution vectors that are saved in the HM are added to the population, whereas the same number of current worst CLs is deleted. Finally, CLs are sorted according to their objective function values in increasing order.

Step 4: Bifurcation and Pruning phase and Jump out (global search). To improve the exploration capability of the standard ACCS and to prevent premature convergence, a stochastic approach is used in EACCS.

Step 5: Runner and Pruning phase (local search); in this step, occurs Updating CLs, and the new position of each CL. The updated CLs are sorted according to their objective function values.

Step 6: Updating Heart Memory. Keeping the best CLs in each iteration.

Step 7: Terminating condition check. The process of optimization is terminated after the predefined maximum evaluation number. Otherwise, the process is continued by going to Step 2.

III. COMPARISON BETWEEN HUMAN BODY SYSTEM INSPIRED ALGORITHMS

This section covers the comparison between human body system algorithms and their solution methodologies (Table 2). This comparison is based on the following criteria:

a) Continuous vs. Discrete
There are different classes of optimization problems that differ in the definition of the search space (Mavrovouniotis, Li, and Yang 2017). In this paper, two fundamental types of problems are considered as follows:

Discrete optimization problems (All optimization variables are discrete). Discrete optimization problems have a finite search space, e.g., binary that is restricted to the values 0 and 1.

Continuous optimization problems. (All optimization variables are continuous). In continuous optimization problems, each variable value may assume an infinite number of values, e.g., real numbers. Therefore, representing continuous variables requires to impose specific limitation since it is not possible to represent an infinite number of values.

b) Exploration & Exploitation
One way of analyzing algorithms is to look at their exploration and exploitation abilities (global search and local search, respectively. In machine learning algorithms, exploration and exploitation correspond to acquisition and utilization of knowledge, respectively.

Exploration supports diversification, which allows the algorithm to search different regions in the design space and thus increases the probability of finding the true global optimality. Exploration is often achieved by randomization in terms of some predefined probability distributions. A key feature of traditional algorithms is that they can enhance the exploitation ability, but lacks exploration capabilities because they are mainly deterministic and no randomness is used in generating new solutions. In contrast, nature-inspired metaheuristic algorithms use a certain degree of randomness. A reasonable degree of randomness will increase the exploration ability but may reduce the exploitation abilities.

Exploitation: uses local information such as gradients to search local regions more intensively, and such intensification can enhance the rate of convergence. Exploitation can make the population less diverse, and reliable local guidance can even make the population relatively uniform in terms of solution variations.

Equations
Equations in algorithms usually represent the iterative evolution of solutions and summarize the method mathematically.

VI. HUMAN BODY SYSTEM- INSPIRED ALGORITHMS APPLICATIONS
Metaheuristic algorithms have been used on a variety of tasks in different areas, including cloud computing, artificial intelligence, internet of things (IoT), security, medical diagnosis, quantum...etc. This section (Table 3) shows some areas and applications that have used HBSIAs as solutions and methods for solving modern problems and technologies.
### Table 2: Comparison between HBSMAs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Initial problem domain</th>
<th>Exploration Mechanism</th>
<th>Exploitation Mechanism</th>
<th>First solution (global search)</th>
<th>Next solutions (local search)</th>
<th>Abbreviation of equations</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>Continuous &amp; Discrete</td>
<td>Training phase</td>
<td>Learning phase</td>
<td>( w_{ij}^{t+1} = w_{ij}^t - \alpha \frac{\partial L}{\partial w_{ij}} )</td>
<td>( y_j = f(\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_{ij} \times x_i^t + b) )</td>
<td>( w_{ij}, x_i^t, y_j, b ) are the weights, input activations, output activations, and bias respectively, ( \alpha ) is called the learning rate, ( L ) is loss (The gap between the ideal correct scores and the scores computed by the DNN based on its current weights), ( f ) is a non-linear function, and ( n ) is number of inputs. (Figure 2)</td>
<td>(McCullough and Pitts 1943; Read, Andrews, and Timmis 2012) (Sze et al. 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Continuous &amp; Discrete</td>
<td>Crossover &amp; mutation operators</td>
<td>Selection operator</td>
<td>( S_x(s) \geq \frac{d(s)}{1 - P_x} )</td>
<td>( S_m(s) = (1 - P_m)_{ref}^s )</td>
<td>( \hat{u}(s, t) ) is the average fitness of instances of ( s ) in the population at time ( t ), ( S_x(s) ) is the probability of survival under crossover, ( S_m(s) ) is the probability that schema ( s ) will survive under mutation, ( E(N(s, t + 1)) ) is the expected number of instances of ( s ) at time ( t + 1 ), ( N(s, t) ) is number of instances of ( s ) at time ( t ), ( P_x ) is the probability that single-point crossover will be applied to a string, ( P_m ) is the probability of any bit being mutated, ( d(s) ) is the defining length of ( s ), ( L ) is the length of bit strings in the search space, ( o(s) ) is the order of ( s ) (i.e., the number of defined bits in ( s )), ( F(s) ) is the fitness of string ( x ) in the population and ( F(t) ) is the average fitness of the population at time ( t ).</td>
<td>(1975; Mitchell 1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td>Continuous &amp; Discrete</td>
<td>Intermediate-term memory</td>
<td>Long term memory</td>
<td>( \text{Step} = \frac{((0.1 \times \text{wbest}) - (0.2 \times \text{wbest}) \times \text{random})}{\text{change}} )</td>
<td>( \text{Step} = \frac{((0.1 \times \text{wbest}) - (0.2 \times \text{wbest}) \times \text{random})}{\text{change}} )</td>
<td>Step is the step value, ( \text{wbest} ) the best solution found, random is random number in the range [0, 1], and the change variable is initialized to one, and is increased in one after each intensification phase.</td>
<td>(Glover 1986; Glover and Martí, n.d.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIS</td>
<td>Continuous &amp; Discrete</td>
<td>Cloning operator</td>
<td>mutation operator</td>
<td>( \text{Aff}^f(t) = \frac{\text{Aff}(\text{Ab}<em>b(t))}{\text{Aff}</em>{\text{min}}} )</td>
<td>( \text{Ab}_b(t) = \text{Ab}_b(t) + \Delta \text{Ab}_b(t) )</td>
<td>( \text{Ab}<em>b(t) ) is the ( i )th individual (antibody) in the ( t )th time epoch. ( \text{Aff}(\cdot) ) is affinity function to evaluate antibodies. ( \text{Aff}</em>{\text{max}} ), ( \text{Aff}<em>{\text{min}} ) are the maximum and minimum of individuals affinities in the time epoch respectively, ( N</em>{c_{\text{max}}} ), ( N_{c_{\text{min}}} ) are the maximum and minimum number of offsprings, respectively, and ( n ) is the power factor of the control function rand is a uniform random variable, rand ( n ) is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and standard deviation. ( 1 ) ( \text{Ab}_b(t) ) is the best antibody in affinity, ( \lambda(t) ) is the searching radius of ( \text{Ab}_b(t) ) in the ( t )th time epoch.</td>
<td>(Farmer, Packard, and Perelson 1986; M. Wang et al. 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KA</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Reabsorption phase</td>
<td>Filtering phase</td>
<td>( S_{i+1} = S_i + \text{rand} \cdot (S_{\text{best}} - S_i) )</td>
<td>( f_r = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{p} f(X_i)}{p} )</td>
<td>S represents a solution in the population, ( \text{rand} ) is a random number between 0 and a given number, ( S_{\text{best}} ) is the best solution founded by KA, ( f_r ) is filtration rate, ( \alpha ) is constant value between (0,1]. ( f(X_i) ) is the objective function of solution ( x ) at iteration ( i ), and ( p ) is the population size. (Jaddi, Alvankariah, and Abdullah 2017)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Expansion phase</td>
<td>Contraction phase</td>
<td>( X_{i,\text{new}} = X_{i,\text{current}} + \text{rand} \cdot (X_{\text{heart}} - X_{i,\text{current}}) )</td>
<td>( X_i^{\text{new}} = X_{\text{heart}} + \text{rand} \cdot p \cdot X_{\text{heart}} )</td>
<td>( X_i^{\text{new}}, X_i^{\text{current}} ) are the current and new position of the ( i )th molecule in the search space, respectively. ( X_{\text{heart}} ) is the position of the current heart in the search space. ( \text{rand} ) is a random number between [0,1]. ( p ) is a decreasing function of time, which controls the power of the heart. (Hatamlou 2014)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCS</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Bifurcation phase</td>
<td>Pruning phase</td>
<td>( X_{0,i} = X_{\text{min}} + \text{rand} \cdot (X_{\text{max}} - X_{\text{min}}) )</td>
<td>( X_{i,j}^{t+1} = X_{i,j}^t + \alpha \cdot \text{rand} \cdot (X_{b,j}^t - X_{w,j}^t) )</td>
<td>( X_{i,j}^t ) is the initial solution vector of the ( i )th CL, ( X_{\text{min}} ) and ( X_{\text{max}} ) are the bounds of design variables; ( \text{rand} ) is a random vector with each component being in the interval [0,1]; ( X_{i,j}^{t+1}, X_{i,j}^t ) are the new and old position value of the ( j )th variable for the ( i )th CL, ( \alpha ) is angiogenesis index and it is a decreasing function of time, which controls the pumping power of the heart, of (0,1); and ( X_{b,j}^t, X_{w,j}^t ) are the best and the worst CLs of the last (old) population which refer to the best arteries leader and the worst arteries leader. (Kaveh and Kooshkebarghi 2019a; 2019b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION

Several methods have been proposed to solve and optimize difficult computation optimization problems. Algorithms inspired from the natural behavior yields special attention recently for its performance. Because These natural techniques of computing inspired by precise and optimal systems in real life; therefore, these methods provide several ways for solving real-world problems efficiently. This paper covers the human body system inspired algorithms in various fields for accomplishing various tasks. Also, it compares these algorithms in their solution methodologies, and it shows some applications to improve HBSIAs success in practice.

This research aims to serve as a source of inspiration for new researchers to continue and build in this field. As a result, it helps to develop new methods that may be inspired by any organ or system in the human body system to solve a wide range of tough optimization more efficiently and more accurately.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>ANN</th>
<th>GA</th>
<th>TS</th>
<th>AIS</th>
<th>KS</th>
<th>ACCS</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optimization</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>(Hatata, Osman, and Aladl 2017)(Sivaram et al. 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic Programming</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(S. Li et al. 2018; L.-C. Yang et al. 2006; Banerjee 2017; Díaz, Tuya, and Blanco 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine learning</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Watkins, Timmis, and Boggess 2004; Roy et al. 2017; Ali, Masmoudi, and Dhoubi 2016; Wei and Ni 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Kirci 2016; Keko, Skok, and Skrlec 2003; Farahani, Farzin, and Karami 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prediction</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Chatterjee et al. 2018; Catal, Diri, and Ozumut 2007; Singh and Sengupta 2007; Chatterjee et al. 2017; Vui et al. 2013; Lin and Zhang 2014; Han, Li, and Liu 2011; Jaddi and Abdullah 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification/Clustering</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Hatamlou 2014; Jaddi and Abdullah 2019; Al-Sultan 1995; Casillas, De Lena, and Martinez 2003; Anaya, Tbaduiza, and Pozo 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image processing</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Daniel 2018; Jiang and Yang 2002; Nikbakht Aali and Bagherzadeh 2019; Hatou, Pamungkas, and Morimoto 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Latifoğlu et al. 2007; Polat, Şahan, and Güneş 2006; Chikh, Saidi, and Settouti 2012; Rashid and Abdullah 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search engine</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Nick and Themis 2001; Thada and Jaglan 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Mori, Tsukiyama, and Fukuda 1998; N. Zhang et al. 2018; Agarwal, Tiwari, and Mukherjee 2007; Bagheri et al. 2010; Coelho, Rivera, and Cortes 2003; Bai and Shahidehpour 1996; Ferland et al. 2001; Li and Hao 2010; Sim, Yeo, and Lee 1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetic Mellitus Diagnosing</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Rashid and Abdullah 2018; Chikh, Saidi, and Settouti 2012; Peng et al. 2008; Polat, Şahan, and Güneş 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryptology</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Ibrahim and Maarof 2005; Garg 2009; Crainicu and Enachescu 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data mining</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Timmis and Knight 2002; Djenouri, Drias, and Chemchem 2013; S. Das and Saha 2009; Ghosh and Nath 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrusion detection</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Kim et al. 2007; Roy et al. 2017; Jian-guang, Ran, and Zhi-Yong 2011; Z. Yang et al. 2008; Khan 2011; Xia et al. 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantum</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Abdullah, Tsimenidis, and Johnston 2018; Zhao et al. 2018; Y. Li and Jiao 2005; Gao et al. 2014)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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